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ABSTRACT: The diurnally evolving trapped lee wave over a small-scale two-dimensional steep mountain is investigated

in large-eddy simulations based on a fully compressible and nonhydrostatic model [Icosahedral Nonhydrostatic (ICON)]

with triangular grids of 50-m-edge length. An idealized atmospheric profile derived from a realistic case is designed to

account for influences from the stagnant layer near the surface, the stability of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and

the upper-level jet. First, simulations were done to bridge from the linear regime to the nonlinear regime by increasing the

mountain height, which showed that larger-amplitude lee waves with longer wavelength can be produced in the nonlinear

regime than in the linear regime. Second, the effects of the stagnant layer near the surface and the ABL stability were

explored, which showed that the stagnant layer or the stable ABL can play a similar wave-absorbing role in the nonlinear

regime as in linear theories or simulations. Third, the role of the upper-level jet was explored, indicating that a stronger

(weaker) upper-level jet can help to produce longer (shorter) lee waves. The stable ABL with a stagnant layer can more

(less) efficiently absorb the longer (shorter) lee waves due to the stronger (weaker) jet, so that the wave response is more

sensitive to the wave-absorption layer when an upper-level jet is present. Finally, the momentum budget was analyzed to

explore the interaction between the upper and lower levels of the troposphere, which showed that themomentum flux due to

the upward-propagating waves and trapped waves varies with the upper-level jet strength and low-level stagnancy andABL

stability.
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1. Introduction

This study focuses on the question why trapped lee waves

triggered by small-scale steep mountains evolve diurnally with

the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) wind and stability and

upper-level jet.

The conventional linear theories can present theoretical

solutions by using idealized models of two- or three-layer sta-

bility (Scorer 1949; Corby and Wallington 1956; Scorer and

Klieforth 1959; Sawyer 1960; Pearce and White 1967; Klemp

and Lilly 1975; Zang et al. 2007; Zang and Zhang 2008), but

cannot include the complexity arising from nonlinear bound-

ary conditions (e.g., Ólafsson and Bougeault 1997; Jiang et al.

2006), surface heating, multilayer wind/stability profiles

(Reinecke and Durran 2008), and nonlinear wave amplifica-

tion (e.g., Durran 1990). The recently developed wave

absorption/reflection theory based on a linear equation set

with nonlinear bottom boundary conditions showed that

trapped lee waves can be absorbed by the stagnant wind

conditions near the surface or a stable boundary layer

(Smith et al. 2002; Jiang et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006; Lott

2007, 2016; Soufflet et al. 2019), but the wave response to a

steep mountain is not clear when an upper-level jet is

present. The nonlinear theories focus more on the nonlin-

ear wave breaking over significant mountains as the waves

are propagating upward, but have no concern about the

trapped lee wave evolution over small-scale mountains

(Clark and Peltier 1977; Clark and Farley 1984; Durran

1986a, 1990). The existing numerical simulations mostly

employed constant surface heating or heating-free bottom

conditions to investigate different aspects and factors

influencing the wave regimes (Doyle and Durran 2002,

2007; Vosper 2004, hereafter V04; Sauer et al. 2016).

However, it was found from the Sierra Wave Project

(Holmboe and Klieforth 1957) and the French Alps project

(Queney et al. 1960; Gerbier and Berenger 1961) that the

wave amplitude decreases and wavelength increases in the

afternoon which may be caused by diurnal heating. Ralph

et al. (1997) suggested that the deepening of the mixed layer

thins the elevated stable layer that is a key part of the

waveguide and that this thinning causes the systematic

temporal increase of the horizontal wavelength.

More recently, both amplitude and wavelength were

found to be increased in the afternoon on the southeast

edge of the Tibetan Plateau based on a realistic large-eddy

simulation (LES) study incorporating multisource obser-

vations (Xue et al. 2020, hereafter X20), but the mechanism

is still not clear. The absence of lee waves over the Alps has

been successfully explained by the linear wave absorption

theory (Smith et al. 2002). Jiang and Doyle (2008) simu-

lated the diurnal variation of waves due to an idealized

mesoscale but very low mountain (linear regime), which

showed the convective boundary layer could significantly

weaken mountain waves and reduce the momentum flux.

Inspired by the wave absorption theory and simulation, this

study explores the roles of the stagnant layer and the ABL

stability in the nonlinear regime due to a small-scale 2DCorresponding author: Haile Xue, xuehl@cma.gov.cn
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steep mountain by using a general circulation model in a

LES configuration. Besides, the wave response to the

upper-level jet is also investigated. The remainder of the

paper is organized as follows. The numerical model is de-

scribed and a benchmark simulation is carried out in

section 2. The design of the numerical experiments and

their results are presented in section 3. The momentum

budget and our conclusion are given in section 4 and

section 5, respectively.

2. Model description and benchmarking

Icosahedral Nonhydrostatic (ICON) is a unified modeling

system appropriate for global numerical weather prediction

(Zängl et al. 2015) and climate studies (Giorgetta et al. 2018),

and regional storm resolving (Klocke et al. 2017) and large-

eddy resolving simulations (Dipankar et al. 2015; Heinze et al.

2017). ICON is a fully compressible model that uses an un-

structured triangular grid with C-type staggering and a

height-based terrain-following coordinate system. It includes

the horizontal velocity component normal to the triangle

edge (yn), vertical velocity component (w), density of moist

air (denoted as r for dry air in this study), virtual potential

temperature (denoted as u for dry air in this study), and mass

fractions of tracers, including the mass fraction of water va-

por, and different hydrometers as prognostic variables (none

of them used in this study). The arrangement of these vari-

ables on the grid is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 4 of

Giorgetta et al. (2018). The velocity component tangential to

the triangle edge is diagnosed using the radial basis function

reconstruction (Narcowich and Ward 1994). The prognostic

equations are integrated in time using the two-time level

predictor–corrector scheme except for the terms corre-

sponding to the vertical sound-wave propagation, which are

integrated implicitly. The advection scheme for momentum

equations in ICON is second-order accurate in both vertical and

horizontal directions. Vertical staggering is of Lorenz type

(Lorenz 1960), with vertical velocity being defined at interface

(half) levels and the remaining prognostic quantities defined at

main (full) levels. Full details of the set of equations used in

ICON and its numerical treatment can be found in Zängl
et al. (2015).

The LES physics package has been implemented in

ICON (ICON-LEM) to make it possible to run in LES

configuration (Dipankar et al. 2015). The equations are

implicitly filtered to separate the resolved and unresolved

scale turbulence. The unresolved turbulence is parameter-

ized by a three-dimensional (3D), diagnostic Smagorinsky

scheme with modifications from Lilly (1962) to account for

thermal stratification (Dipankar et al. 2015; Baldauf and

Brdar 2016). The Smagorinsky scheme in ICON is applied to

prognostic winds (yn), potential temperature (u), specific

humidity and specific cloud liquid water. The idealized sim-

ulations by ICON-LEM have been validated against two

standard LES models for a dry convective boundary layer

and a cloud topped boundary layer for flat surface (Dipankar

et al. 2015). Realistic simulations over Germany (Heinze

et al. 2017) showed that ICON-LEM can reproduce realistic

turbulent profiles and match the observed variability much

better at small-to mesoscales than the coarser resolved

model. However, ICON-LEM has not been used to simulate

flows over steepmountains. To investigate the response to the

different inflow conditions for mountain flows, it is necessary

to control the upstream boundary conditions. One direct way

is to specify inflow condition and set a radiation outflow

condition (Doyle and Durran 2002, 2007). The other way is to

choose periodic boundary conditions combined with damping

columns near the inflow and outflow boundaries (V04). The

third one is the so-called fringe method that force the inflow

to the well-developed 3D turbulent flow (e.g., Inoue et al.

2014; Munters et al. 2016). In this study, a very large domain is

used to permit the turbulence developing in the upstream

region, and we focus more on the downstream wave response

to the large-scale background atmospheric condition. To

maintain the inflow condition close to the profiles designed

later for the experiments, the method of V04 is followed as

illustrated in Fig. 1. The periodic boundary conditions are

used in both streamwise (x) and spanwise (y) directions. In

the vertical direction (z), Rayleigh damping on vertical wind

following Klemp et al. (2008) is applied in the top 19-km

layer to prevent reflection of gravity waves at the model

top. A Rayleigh damping scheme has been implemented in

ICON-LEM with two wrapped columns adjacent to the

downwind and upwind boundaries. The width and coeffi-

cients of the damping columns can be manipulated for

different domain sizes or different simulation purposes.

Additional transition columns were available in which the

damping coefficients are gradually increased from zero to

their full values (dashed lines in Fig. 1). The damping col-

umns suppress the spurious sound waves triggered by the

initial start in the presence of topography as well as the

gravity waves propagating into the periodically connected

boundary region. The damping columns start from the surface

and the coefficients gradually increase from zero to their full

FIG. 1. The vertical cross-sectional sketch for the mountain wave

simulation using ICON-LEM. The dashed lines in the sketch in-

dicate the lateral and vertical boundaries of the damping region,

where the damping coefficients are at full strength.
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value above the ABL height. In addition, ICON-LEM uses

fourth-order artificial numerical dissipation for numerical

stability in the momentum equations and a Smagorinsky

type second-order numerical dissipation on temperature

fields for stability reasons. Following V04, a 2D cosine

mountain profile is included at the middle of the simulation

domain as Eq. (1):
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where lh (5 5 km inV04) and hm aremountain half wavelength

and full height, respectively.

This particular ICON-LEM configuration for mountain

flow simulation is denoted as ICON-MTN. To benchmark

ICON-MTN, V04’s simulations are reproduced. A constant

westerly background wind (U 5 8 m21) and a two-layer

buoyancy frequency profile are used. In the lowest layer the

stratification is neutral and the upper layer is stably strati-

fied with a typical tropospheric value for the buoyancy

frequency (N 5 0.01 s21). The discontinuity in the back-

ground potential temperature (Q) between the two layers is

represented by imposing a jump DQ across a single grid

level. Two cases are simulated in which the strength and

height of the jump are 3.26 K at 1600 m height in case 1, and

6.53 K at 800 m height in case 2, respectively. The initial

profiles are taken from smaller domain (3.0 km 3 2.6 km)

simulations using the same resolution, vertical layers, and

periodic lateral condition without lateral damping on a flat

domain. This is only done for the benchmarking simulation.

All other simulations directly use the designed profiles as

the initial state and reference state to maintain the inflow

condition, instead of using a small domain as in the test

following V04. The reason is that those profiles are multiple-

layer structured so that the small-domain simulation cannot

achieve a steady turbulent state without a proper forcing. As

these are 3D large-eddy simulations, the y-direction domain

should be wide enough to contain large eddies but narrow

enough to save the computational resources. As a compromise

between these two factors the length in y direction is set to

2.6 km. The Coriolis force is imposed for a latitude of 458N
for the benchmarking simulations to be consistent with V04.

However, the Coriolis force is neglected for all other simula-

tions presented here, because the Rossby number is much

larger than unity for the mountain. No-slip condition is used at

the lower boundary with a roughness length equal to 0.05 and

0.1m for benchmarking simulations and all the other simula-

tions, respectively. The simulations can reach a quasi-steady

state after 5-h integration for the waves. Therefore, all the

statistics in the subsequent analyses (except for Fig. 3) are

based on 1-h model output after 5-h integration with a 5-min

output interval. The details of the model configuration are

compiled in Table 1.

In the benchmark case 1, the lee waves can be found above

1500m where the potential temperature jump (DQ) is located

(Fig. 2a). In case 2, DQ is twice as strong and at half of the

height compared to case 1, so that the waves are stronger

(amplitude is larger) and closer to the surface (Fig. 2b). The

wave structures are highly similar to Figs. 4 and 5 in V04. The

main difference is that more perturbations are present in

the ICON-MTN simulations (cf. Fig. 2a to Fig. 4 in V04). As

ICON-MTN simulation uses a 3D LES with a 3D Smagorinsky

turbulent closure while V04 used a 2D simulation with a

mixing-length turbulent closure, the well-resolved turbulence

in ICON-MTN can make more perturbations. The lateral

damping columns nudge the inflow to the reference flow, but

the ABL turbulence is also suppressed to some degree in the

inflow region after the damping columns (Figs. 2c,d). However,

turbulence can be well developed after a ‘‘fetch distance’’ of a

few tens of kilometers in both cases. The mean TKE (turbulent

kinetic energy) density shows that a 25/3 slope can be simu-

lated in the upstream ABL (Figs. 2e,f).

3. Simulations and results

a. Experimental design

A realistic LES combined with observations (X20) showed a

diurnally evolving trapped lee-wave phenomenon over a steep

small-scale (lh ; 6–10 km and hm ; 1.8 km) mountain on the

southeastern Tibetan Plateau. It showed weak waves in the

morning due to the presence of a low-level stagnant stable

ABL and amplified and lengthened waves in the afternoon as

the ABL developed and the upper-level (between 1.2 and

9.5 km) zonal wind strengthened. Figures 3a–c show averaged

profiles for a 4 km3 4 km region and a 4-h period of zonal wind

TABLE 1. Model configuration.

Parameters Description

Domain length, width, and height 204.8 km 3 2.6 km 3 30.0 km

Cell-edge length 50m

Number of layers 180

Layer depths From Dz 5 7m at the surface to Dz 5 533m at the model top

Damping width and transition column width

for lateral boundaries

6.4 and 4.0 km

Damping coefficients for lateral boundaries Below 1500m height 1/3 of the full value, then linearly increasing to the full

value at 2000m; the full values of the damping coefficients are 0.02 for u and

u and 0.05 for w

Damping coefficient for upper layer Linearly increasing from 0 at 11 km to 6.0 at the top of the model at 30 km in z

direction
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(U), potential temperature (Q), and buoyancy frequency

squared (N2) in the morning and afternoon, which are

extracted from the realistic LES of X20 at a place 35 km

upstream of Cang Mountain (25.78N, 100.28E). A strongly

sheared and stable troposphere is clearly shown (Figs. 3a,b)

in the morning (RMN) and afternoon (RAF). Nevertheless,

three apparent differences can be identified between the

two periods. The first one is that the stagnant layer near the

surface shown in the morning is absent in the afternoon.

The second one is that the stable ABL in the morning is

replaced by a near-neutral one so that a quasi-two-layer

stability is switched into a quasi-three-layer stability in the

troposphere if the stability is assumed as a constant above

2 km (Fig. 3c). The third one is the increased upper-level

westerly wind in the afternoon. To clarify the wave re-

sponse to the three factors, an idealized profile is designed

as shown in Figs. 3d–f. The background zonal wind and

stability can be expressed as

FIG. 2. (a),(b) u (shading) and u (contours, interval5 4K), (c),(d) resolved turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), and

(e),(f) resolved TKE spectral density. The plots in (a), (c), and (e) are for case 1 and the plots in (b), (d), and (f) are

for case 2 of V04. The TKE density profiles in (e) and (f) are calculated from the height (red thin lines) shown in

(c) and (d). The vertical dashed lines are the edges of the classic Rayleigh damping columns in Fig. 1.
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where Ustag is the background zonal wind at the top of the

stagnant layer with thickness dstag. Where a stagnant layer is

used, it is set as 0.5m s21 rather than null to avoid shear in-

stability (Jiang et al. 2006). Ushear is the maximum background

wind in cases without a jet, fixed at 20m s21, as in Lott (2016),

and dshear is the vertical scale of the low-level shear, fixed at

1.5 km in this study. Different from previous background

profiles (e.g., Lott 2016; Soufflet et al. 2019), another shear

layer is added here to represent the upper-level jet with max-

imum background wind for the jet Ujet and the vertical scale

of the upper-level jet djet. Therefore, a wind structure with up

to three layers, depending on the depth control parameters

dstag, dshear and djet, can be defined, which may include a

stagnant layer near the surface, a low-level shear layer and an

FIG. 3. Mean (a) U, (b) Q, and (c) N2 for RMN and RAF. (d)–(f) The corresponding profile sketches for U, Q, and N2. The heights dstag,

dshear, djet, dn, and ds are defined in Eqs. (2) and (3) and provided in Table 2.
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upper-level jet layer. The depth parameters defining the wind

profiles used in this study are compiled in Table 2. As for the

stability in Eq. (3), a three-layer structure is designed as well,

with buoyancy frequencies N0 5 0 s21 for the neutral layer in

the ABL with depth dn, N1 5 0.0158 s21 for the strong stable

layer between dn and ds, andN2 5 0.0124 s21 for the less stable

layer above the strong stable layer. The three stability values

are fixed in this study, but the number of the layers can be

modified by setting the layer depth values.

To bridge from the linear theory to the nonlinear regime that

is concerned in this study, a constant stability and low-level

shear wind profile with null wind at the surface is used for the

first series of simulations. Therefore, both the surface stagnant

layer and the upper-level jet are excluded, and the neutral

ABL and inversion layer (strong stable layer above the ABL)

are also ignored. The specific parameters for these experi-

ments, named L1N01, L1N03, L1N06, and L1N11, can be

found in Table 2. They differ only in the nondimensional

mountain height (HN 5 N2hm/Ushear) with values of 0.1, 0.3,

0.6, and 1.1, respectively. The 2D cosine mountain (V04) is

replaced by a witch of Agnesi profile:

h(x)5
h
m
a2

a2 1 x2
, (4)

with a fixed half-width a of 3 km and varied mountain height

hm (refer to Table 2). Please note that a in Eq. (4) is measured

at the height hm/2 (e.g., Doyle and Durran 2002), while the

half wavelength lh in Eq. (1) is measured at the base of the

mountain.

To explore the lee-wave responses to the surface stag-

nant layer and stability without upper-level jet, a second

series of simulations named L2, L2Stag, L3, and L3Stag

(Table 2) are carried out. ‘‘L2’’ and ‘‘L3’’ in the names

refers to the stability profile having two and three layers,

respectively, while ‘‘Stag’’ indicates that a stagnant layer

has been added at the surface. The specific parameters can

be found in Table 2 as well.

Finally, the last series of simulations are carried out to ex-

plore the wave response to the morning ABL or afternoon

ABL with a series of jet strengths (from J30 to J60 as in

Table 2). However, the stagnant layer and ABL stability will

not be investigated separately with various jets. The stagnant

layer and strong stable ABL are combined to represent a

morning ABL condition, while the neutral ABL without

stagnant layer represents an afternoon ABL condition.

b. Validating idealized cases for morning and

afternoon conditions

To validate the above idealization of the profiles extracted

from X20, two additional simulations RMN and RAF are

carried out by using the realistic morning and afternoon pro-

files for the background wind and stability to compare with

L2StagJ40 and L3J50, respectively. Besides the ABL condition

difference between morning and afternoon, the jet strengths

are also different from the morning to afternoon. The jet

maximum wind at 7.2 km is about 45m s21 in the morning and

48m s21 in the afternoon (Fig. 3a). However, the simplified

wind profiles are not exactly the same as the realistic ones.

Therefore, L2StagJ40 can partly represent a relatively weaker

jet with a stagnant layer and stable ABL, while L3J50 refers

to a stronger jet with a neutral ABL without a stagnant layer.

Note that the zonal wind has been set as constant above 7.5 km

for the realistic-profile simulations to avoid the complexity that

would arise from the wind shear in the stratosphere. Figures 4a

and 4c show the section of normalized vertical wind (normal-

ized by themaximum amplitudeWN of each case) for theRMN

and RAF simulations. In the morning, relatively weak lee

waves are present near the mountain with three identified

crests (Fig. 4a), while stronger and longer lee waves fill the

whole space down to the outflow damping boundary in the

TABLE 2. Simulation cases and their parameters in Eqs. (2) and (3). Other parameters in Eqs. (2) and (3): dshear 5 1500m, Ushear 5
20m s21, N0 5 0 s21, N1 5 0.0158 s21, and N2 5 0.0124 s21.

Case name Purpose hm (m) dstag (m) Ustag (m s21) djet (m) Ujet (m s21) dn (m) ds (m)

RMN Response to the realistic profiles Realistic morning profile; see text

RAF Realistic afternoon profile; see text

L1N01 Response to nondimensional mountain

height

200 0 0 ‘ 20 0 0

L1N03 500 0 0 ‘ 20 0 0

L1N06 1000 0 0 ‘ 20 0 0

L1N11 1800 0 0 ‘ 20 0 0

L2 Response to stagnant layer and ABL

stability

1800 0 0.5 ‘ 20 0 1500

L2Stag 1800 400 0.5 ‘ 20 0 1500

L3 1800 0 0.5 ‘ 20 1000 1500

L3Stag 1800 400 0.5 ‘ 20 1000 1500

L3J30 Response to upper-level jet strength with

morning or afternoon ABL condition

1800 0 0.5 7000 30 1000 1500

L2StagJ30 1800 400 0.5 7000 30 0 1500

L3J40 1800 0 0.5 7000 40 1000 1500

L2StagJ40 1800 400 0.5 7000 40 0 1500

L3J50 1800 0 0.5 7000 50 1000 1500

L2StagJ50 1800 400 0.5 7000 50 0 1500

L3J60 1800 0 0.5 7000 60 1000 1500

L2StagJ60 1800 400 0.5 7000 60 0 1500
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afternoon (Fig. 4b). Note that crests and troughs in this study

refer to the perturbation w rather than the streamline dis-

placement. The maximum amplitude WN and mean wave-

length l are increased by around 1m s21 and 2.7 km, and the

mean wave-damping ratio R is reduced by 0.36. Note that R is

unity minus the mean ratio of the amplitude between a crest

(trough) and the nearest upstream crest (trough) and the av-

erage is taken from the first crest (trough) to the crest (trough)

that has been reduced by 90%with respect to the first one or to

the last crest (trough) if the waves are still strong at the outflow

boundary. The value of l is averaged in the same distance asR.

The simulations of L2StagJ40 and L3J50 show a high similarity

in the wave response to the morning ABL with weaker jet of

RMN and the afternoon ABL with stronger jet of RAF. The

magnitude of the changes in WN, l, and R is quite similar to

those using the realistic profiles. However, the three parame-

ters are relatively smaller than those of the realistic-profile

simulations. Although we have extracted the main character-

istics of the realistic profiles to build the idealized profiles,

there are still some differences. The first one is that above the

jet, where the stratification is getting stronger in the realistic

situation, but is constant for the idealized profiles. The other

one is that the shear in and above the ABL is different between

the realistic and the idealized situations. The stratification and

wind shear can both influence the Scorer parameter and

therefore the wavelength, and the low-level shear can also in-

fluence the Richardson number and therefore the wave ab-

sorption and wave amplitude. Despite these differences, the

wave response to the idealized profile is also qualitatively

similar to the realistic simulation shown in X20. As the domain

in X20 is small, only the first wavelength for the potential

temperature is included in the domain, with a wavelength of

about 19 km in the afternoon that is comparable to the wave-

length in L3J50. While the wavelength in the morning in X20 is

only about 9 km, which may be because of the deep stagnant

layer located both in the upstream valley and downstream

basin. It has been shown that the deep stagnant layer can re-

duce the effective mountain size so that both wavelength and

wave amplitude are changed (Smith et al. 2002). Overall, the

idealized profile is considered to be able to represent the main

characteristic of the realistic profile for our research objective

in this study.

c. Wave response to the nondimensional mountain height

As the objective of this study is to explore lee waves induced

by a flow over a steep mountain, nonlinear effects must be

involved. The normalized vertical wind for the cases L1N01,

L1N03, L1N06, and L1N11 is displayed in Fig. 5. It is clear that

FIG. 4. The vertical cross sections of mean normalized vertical wind (shaded) and u (contours) for (a) RMN,

(b) L2StagJ40, (c) RAF, and (d) L3J50. The mean normalized vertical wind at heights between 1.2 and 2.0 km is

shown under each vertical cross section. TheWN value indicated in each subplot is the maximum amplitude that is

used for the normalization. The red crosses indicate the identified crests and troughs.
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the waves for the four cases are partly trapped and partly up-

ward propagating as predicted in linear theory when the

Richardson number [Ri5 [(N2dshear)
2/U2

shear]] can be calcu-

lated as 0.84. The mean wavelength l for L1N01 is 6.6 km

(Fig. 5a) close to the solution of linear theory of around 6 km

(private communication with Lott). The maximum amplitude

WN is dramatically increased as HN increases from 0.1 to 1.1

(Fig. 5). The contours of the potential temperature at heights

between 12 and 15 km in the lee of the mountain are nearly

vertical for the case of L1N11, which indicates that the waves

are nearly breaking even though Rayleigh damping (Klemp

et al. 2008) is applied above 11 km. The mean wavelength

l increases with HN from 6.5 km for L1N01 to 9.7 km for

L1N11. The wavelength increasing with the nonlinearity is not

consistent with the previous studies (e.g., V04; Teixeira et al.

2013; Sachsperger et al. 2015). However, these studies focused

more on the strength and height of the inversion rather than on

themountain height as a cause of nonlinearity. In linear theory,

the wavelength is an implicit function of the Froude number

and independent of the mountain shape (height and width)

(e.g., Scorer 1949; V04). However, the vertical atmospheric

structure determines the wavelength that can exist at each

layer due to the Scorer parameter, but the shape of the terrain

determines the strength of the forcing applied to each wave-

length (Durran 1986b). In the series of our simulations with

different mountain heights, the buoyancy frequency N is

constant and the background wind U increases in the lower

layer (below 1.5 km) so that the Scorer parameter de-

creases with height. At a fixed height, the intercept width of

the mountain is increasing with the mountain height hm.

Therefore, the higher mountain will produce forcings on a

wider wavenumber range of which the longer waves dom-

inate the trapped lee waves, and the wavelength increases

with mountain height. As for the wave amplitude, it is well

confirmed by the existing studies (e.g., V04; Sachsperger

et al. 2017) that the severer nonlinear effect can result in

larger amplitude. The nonlinear acceleration of the flow in

the lee wave region may dramatically change the environ-

mental background. Therefore, the local stability may be

modified and consequently influence the wave reflection at

the surface (Lott 2007; Soufflet et al. 2019). A parameter

related to the lee-wave propagation is the filtered Richardson

number, Rif 5N2
f /(›uf /›z)

2 [named ‘‘large-scale’’ Richardson

number in Soufflet et al. (2019)], which is calculated locally

from the filtered buoyancy frequencyNf and filtered wind uf
shear (here we used a running mean with a window length of

10 km as the filter). Rif represents an averaged instability

induced by the local flow rather than the background flow

instability. Scinocca and Peltier (1989) and Peltier and

Scinocca (1990) showed that the Kelvin–Helmholtz (K-H)

instability can be produced by the downslope windstorm.

As the downslope wind can produce large shear near the

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the simulations on the response to nondimensional mountain: (a) L1N01, (b) L1N03,

(c) L1N06, and (d) L1N11.
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surface, the K-H instability should refer to a low Rif. When

HN is around unity, the downslope wind can extend much

farther than when HN is small. Therefore, the K-H instability

layer (or low-Rif layer) induced by the downslope wind can

also extend much farther with HN closer to unity. Figure 6

shows that the lee-wave extension is closely related to the

smaller Rif in the lowest 1 km. It means that the impact of the

nonlinearity reduces the downstream flow stability, which in

turn plays a role as wave reflection layer in facilitating the wave

extension to the downstream. Therefore, Fig. 5 displays that

the waves are extended further downstream and the mean

wave-damping ratio R is slightly reduced as HN increased.

d. Wave response to the stagnant layer and ABL stability

Figure 7 shows the normalized vertical wind for the cases L2,

L2Stag, L3, and L3Stag. Still, all cases display that the waves

are partly trapped and partly upward propagating. First, the

comparison can be done between L1N11 (Fig. 5d) and L2

(Fig. 7a) which indicates that the maximum amplitude WN is

reduced and the mean wave-damping ratio R is increased only

by increasing the stability of the ABL. Inversely, by reducing

the ABL stability but maintaining the very stable layer just

above the ABL (the inversion), as in L3, amplifies WN and

reduces R (Figs. 7a,c). This is also true when the surface stag-

nant layer is present, as in L2Stag and L3Stag (Figs. 7b,d). Note

that absorption may already occur to the first trough at

the beginning that is not included in the calculation of R.

Therefore, R may underestimate the actual wave absorption

whenWN is relatively small, but the wave absorption affecting

the first trough can be indicated by WN to some degree. The

mean wavelength l seems to be not very sensitive to the low-

level stability. Note that the stagnant layer is much thinner than

the mountain height here. Therefore, the ABL stability still

plays a similar role as in linear theory and simulation (e.g.,

Jiang et al. 2006; Lott 2007) to reduce the lee wave amplitude

and propagation. Similar to the increased ABL stability,WN is

reduced andR is increased in the presence of the stagnant layer

(Fig. 7). Further it is found again that l is not sensitive to the

presence of the stagnant layer. The wave absorption from the

ABL stability and stagnant layer can be superimposed so

that WN is smallest in L2Stag and biggest in L3 (Figs. 7b,c),

respectively, while R behaves inversely for the two cases.

Therefore, the low-level stagnant layer and ABL stability

can work together or solely to contribute to the wave ab-

sorption also in the nonlinear regime of the presented sim-

ulations, as in linear theories and simulations (e.g., Lott

2007; Jiang et al. 2006).

e. Wave response to the upper-level jet

Figure 8 shows the normalized vertical wind for the cases

L3J40, L2StagJ40, L3J50, and L2StagJ50. Compared to the

cases L3 and L2Stag, the lee waves of these four cases are more

trapped as the wave shape seen in the potential temperature

contours are rapidly flattening with increasing height, which

can be easily interpreted as the result of the Scorer parameter

reduction due to the upper-level jet of strengthUjet. The stable

atmospheric flow over a mountain can produce different

wavenumber waves. Of these waves, how much could be up-

ward propagating or trapped is determined by the upper-level

Scorer parameter (i.e., Ujet if N keeps constant). As Ujet

FIG. 6. Vertical cross sections of Rif (shaded) and u (black contours) for (a) L1N01, (b) L1N03, (c) L1N06, and

(d) L1N11.
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increases, the Scorer parameter decreases and longer waves

are reflected rather than propagating upward throughout the

jet, and vice versa. More specifically, the comparison between

L3 (Fig. 7c) and L3J40 (Fig. 8a) shows that the maximum

amplitude WN is suppressed by the jet (Ujet 5 40m s21) al-

though the mean wave amplitudeW seems to be increased (see

Fig. 9b and the potential temperature contours in Figs. 7c and

8a). The most significant change occurs in lwhich increased by

25%. To further investigate the wave response to the stronger

jet (Ujet 5 50m s21) with the afternoon ABL, the case L3J50

shows that l is still the parameter that changed most signifi-

cantly due to Ujet (Fig. 8c), which is increased by more than

60% compared to l of case L3, whileWN and R stay relatively

steady with the stronger Ujet. On the other hand, when the

morning ABL is present, not only l, but also both WN and R

are sensitive to Ujet (Figs. 7b and 8b,c). Both the reduction of

WN and the increase of R indicate a stronger wave absorption

with increasing Ujet in the presence of the morning ABL. The

above analysis shows that the wavelength increases withUjet no

matter if a morning or an afternoon ABL is present, but the

wave amplitude and damping ratio are more sensitive to the jet

strength when a morning ABL is present.

To investigate the influence of the upper-level jet (Ujet) on

the waves for a wider range of values, four simulations are

carried out with very weak jet (Ujet5 30m s21) and very strong

jet (Ujet 5 60m s21) for the morning and afternoon ABL

conditions. It is shown that the maximum amplitude WN is

largely reduced even when a weak jet (Ujet 5 30m s21) is

present compared to the case without an upper-level jet, no

matter whether the morning ABL or afternoonABL is present

(Fig. 9a). Further it is found thatWN has only a small sensitivity

to Ujet for the afternoon ABL when the Ujet is bigger than

20m s21 and smaller than 60m s21, but drops rapidly again

when Ujet is increased to 60m s21. WN is continually reducing

with Ujet for the morning ABL. However, the mean amplitude

W (averaged in the same distance as the mean wavelength l) is

slightly increasing with Ujet and decreasing again when Ujet 5
60m s21, for both ABL conditions (Fig. 9b). It is clearly shown

that bothWN andW are much smaller when the morning ABL

is present (Figs. 9a,b). As stated previously, absorption may

occur already at the first trough near the mountain, so that R

may underestimate the total absorption. A normalized wave-

damping ratio, R*5R(WN
* 2WN)/WN , is designed to account

for the influence of WN, where W*
N is WN of case L3. The plot

ofR* in Fig. 9c shows that the waves are decaying more rapidly

with a stronger Ujet when the morning ABL is present, while it

stays steadier when the afternoon ABL is present except when

Ujet is very strong (60m s21). These results indicate that the

wave damping is more sensitive toUjet when a morning ABL is

presented. To explain this, the wavelength can be taken into

account, which is shown to rapidly increase withUjet and not to

be sensitive to the ABL condition. The simulations showed

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4, but for the simulations on the response to stagnant layer and ABL stability: (a) L2, (b) L2Stag,

(c) L3, and (d) L3Stag.
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that the wave decays faster when the wavelength is longer

(Jiang et al. 2006). Therefore, R increases with Ujet (or wave-

length) when a stagnant and stable ABL are present in the

morning, while it stays relatively steady with Ujet when there

is a neutral ABL without a stagnant layer in the afternoon.

4. Momentum budget analysis

Following Broad (2002), for a 2D (x–z) inviscid, irrotational

flow, to the leading order, the horizontal perturbation mo-

mentum equation can be written as

›r
0
u0

›t
5
2›r

0
u0u0

›x
2
›r

0
u0w0

›z
2
›p0

›x
2 r

0
u
0

›u0

›x
2 r

0
w0 ›u0

›z
, (5)

where u0, w0, and p0 are the deviations of the zonal wind, vertical

wind, and pressure from the horizontal mean zonal wind u0(z),

vertical wind w0(z) 5 0, and pressure p0(z), and r0(z) is the hori-

zontal mean density. Considering a steady wave and neglecting the

fifth termof rhs in (5),wenow integrate (5) from xm to xn (xm, xn):

052

ðxn
xm

›r
0
u0u0

›x
dx2

ðxn
xm

›r
0
u0w0

›z
dx2

ðxn
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›p0
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dx

2

ðxn
xm

r
0
u
0

›u0

›x
dx . (6)

If the waves are purely upward propagating, let xm /2‘ and

xn / ‘ so that u0, w0 and p0 vanish at the boundaries. Therefore,

the first, third, and fourth terms of rhs in (6) all vanish. Defining a

horizontal averaging operator as hMm,ni5
Ð xn
xm
M dx and letting

tw 5 r0u
0w0, we have

05
2›ht

wm,n
i

›z
. (7)

Equation (7) expresses the Eliassen–Palm theorem (Eliassen

and Palm 1960), in which the vertically transported horizontal

momentum flux is constant with height as the wave propagates

upward. As u0 andw0 are both zero at the surface because of the
no-slip lower boundary condition, htwm,ni becomes zero at the

surface. As htwm,ni is negative above the ABL, there must be

an acceleration due to the reducedmomentum flux in theABL.

In this layer, the pressure term [third rhs term in (6)], which can

be reduced to 2
Ð ‘

2‘p
0
s

�
›h/›x

�
dx, where p0

s is the surface

pressure perturbation, will not be zero anymore because of the

terrain undulation. Further, based on linear analysis (Phillips

1984), the upward propagating waves must break at heights

where the air density is very small and the wave amplitude too

large, which makes a momentum flux reduction at the breaking

levels. Therefore, the wave-breaking layer is a momentum

source, and the upward propagating gravity waves transport

the momentum from the wave-breaking layer to the ABL as a

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 4, but for the simulations on the response to upper-level jet strength with morning or afternoon

ABL condition: (a) L3J40, (b) L2StagJ40, (c) L3J50, and (d) L2StagJ50.
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momentum sink due to the pressure drag. In our simulations, a

deep damping layer (denoted as DL) is imposed at the top

of the domain which prohibits wave breaking, so that the

momentum flux reduction practically occurs more gradu-

ally due to a damping scheme that is necessary for the

numerical stability of the model integration instead of real

wave braking.

If the waves are purely trapped, let xm / 2‘ and let xn 5
x1, a downstream position where w0 is maximum (one of the

wave crests for w). Due to the Bernoulli functional, the per-

turbation pressure can be expressed as

p5
2r

0

2
[u02 1 2u0u

0
1w02 1 (Nh0)2] , (8)

where h0 is the streamline displacement relative to its

upstream undisturbed reference height (see, e.g., Broad

2002).
As u0 } cos(kx), w0 } sin(kx), and h0 } cos(kx), where k is

the wavenumber, u0(x1, z) 5 h0(x1, z) 5 0, w0(x1, z)5 ŵ1

(wave crest at x1), and p(x1, z)52r0w
0(x1, z)/2 (Broad 2002;

Jiang et al. 2006). Using the boundary condition at x1 and

substituting Eq. (8) into (6), we have

05
2›ht

w0,1
i

›z
1

r
0

2
w02(x

1
, z). (9)

As the pressure drag term [the second term of rhs in (9)] is

positive or zero, if the wave is totally damped at x1, the aver-

aged momentum flux is constant as in the propagating waves.

However, unlike the propagating waves, the trapped waves are

reflected by the upper layer so that the momentum flux is zero

at any height. Otherwise if the trapped waves are not fully

damped, the vertical momentum flux term must be negative

because w0 6¼ 0. Therefore, a positive pressure force is exerted

to accelerate the flow, and the trapped wave tends to decel-

erate the flow in the trapped-wave layer (defined as the layer

between the ABL and the reflection layer, and denoted as

TWL). As the momentum flux at the reflection layer is zero,

htw0,1i must be negative and increase with height in the TWL.

Because htw0,1i is zero at the surface and negative in the

TWL,2›htw0,1i/›zmust be positive in the ABL and a pressure

drag is produced due to the undulation of the terrain.

As the trapped waves may horizontally propagate to further

downstream, let xm 5 x1 and xn 5 x2 (x1 , x2), where x2 is

another position where u0(x2, z) 5 h0(x2, z)5 0, w0(x2, z)5 ŵ2

FIG. 9. (a) The maximum amplitude (WN), (b) mean amplitude (W), (c) normalized wave-damping ratio (R*),

and (d) mean wavelength (l) with different jet strength fromUjet5 20 to 60m s21 for the morning ABL (blue) and

afternoon ABL (red). Note that the jet strength of 20m s21 is the same as in the cases shown in Fig. 8 because the

maximum zonal wind is 20m s21 and maintains constant over the lower-sheared layer in those cases.
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(wave crest at x2) and p0(x2, z) 5 2r0w
0(x2, z)/2. Using the

boundary condition at x1 and x2 and substituting Eq. (9) into

(6) again, we have

2›ht
w1,2

i
›z

52
hr

0

2
w02(x

2
, z)2

r
0

2
w02(x

1
, z)

i
. (10)

In contrast to2›htw0,1i/›z, 0 between x0 and x1,2›htw1,2i/›z. 0

if the waves are decaying with x, and the trapped lee waves tend

to accelerate the mean flow in the TWL because htw0,1imust be

positive and decrease with height in this layer. While htw1,2i is
zero at the surface and positive above the ABL, 2›htw1,2i/›z
must be negative in the ABL. Therefore, downstream of the

mountain the trapped lee waves transport horizontal momen-

tum from the ABL to the TWL.

In summary, there are two momentum sources over the

mountain between x0 and x1. The first one is the TWL just

above the mountain and the other is the wave-breaking layer

far aloft (DL in our simulations). Between x0 and x1, the mo-

mentum sink is located in the ABL due to the pressure drag.

Further downstream between x1 to x2, themomentum source is

located in the ABL, and the momentum sink is in the TWL

aloft the ABL. There was a similar analysis in Jiang et al.

(2006), but they did not clearly present themomentum flux and

its impact on the mean flow in the ABL.

Figure 10 shows the momentum flux profiles averaged be-

tween x0 (5260 km) and x1 (the position of the first wave crest

forw), between x1 and x2 (the position of the last wave crest for

w), and between x0 and x2. Between x0 and x1, the averaged

momentum flux is negative with its peak just above the ABL

(Figs. 10a,d) as predicted by the theoretical analysis. While

from x1 to x2, the averaged momentum flux is positive in the

TWL with its peak just above the ABL (Figs. 10b,e). The

negative momentum flux in the propagating wave layer (de-

noted as PWL) is associated with a part of upward propagating

waves. From x0 to x2, as predicted by the theory, the averaged

momentum flux is nearly constant in the PWL, which indicates

most of the upward propagating waves are included between x0
and x2. The weaker jet can basically allow more waves prop-

agating through the jet and produce more momentum flux in

the PWL. However, if the jet is very strong (L3J60 and

L2StagJ60), the averaged propagating-wave momentum flux is

not reducing further (Figs. 10c,f). From x0 to x1, where both,

propagating waves and trapped waves, contribute to the

FIG. 10. Vertically transported horizontal wind momentum (tw). htwm,ni refers to the normalized momentum flux integrated from xm to

xn. The integration boundaries are x0 5260 km, and x1 and x2, which are the positions of the first and last diagnosed peak of w for each

case, respectively. The depths of the indicated layers are as follows: ABL, 0–1.5 km (5ds in Table 2); TWL (trapped wave layer), 1.5–7 km;

PWL (upward-propagating wave layer), 7–11 km; and DL (damping layer), 11 km–model top. The nested plots in (a) and (d) show the

deviation of the momentum flux profiles from their value at the top of the TWL at 7 km.
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averaged momentum flux, the momentum flux difference

between TWL and PWL (the slope of the lines in nested plots

in Figs. 10a and 10d) can represent the averaged momentum

flux induced by trapped waves over the mountain. Without

the stable and stagnant and ABL, the stronger jet can

produce a larger trapped-wave momentum flux except for

L3J60 (Fig. 10a), which indicates that the stronger jet can

induce stronger trapped waves. With the stable and stagnant

ABL, the stronger jet can produce less trapped-wave mo-

mentum flux (Fig. 10a), which indicates the stable and stag-

nant layer is more efficient to absorb longer trapped waves.

When it comes to L3J60, the mean wave-damping ratio R

can be 0.19 (not shown) without a stable and stagnant ABL

though, which indicates the waves can be absorbed if the waves

are sufficiently long even if the ABL is neutral. This may ex-

plain why the momentum flux of L3J60 is smaller than that of

L3J50 in Figs. 10a and 10b. The averaged trapped-wave mo-

mentum flux between x0 and x1 represents the momentum that

is gained by the ABL, while the averaged momentum flux

between x1 and x2 represents the momentum that is lost by the

ABL. Comparing the nested plot in Fig. 10a (Fig. 10d) with

Fig. 10b (Fig. 10f), we found it is clear that the more momen-

tum the ABL gets over the mountain, the more the ABL loses

in the downstream trapped region. Overall, the upper-level jet

has multiple effects on the mountain waves. Basically, the jet

strength can redistribute the ratio of upward propagating

waves and trapped lee waves, i.e., the stronger jet can produce

more trapped-wave and less propagating-wave momentum

flux. However, the upward propagating-wave momentum flux

may not continue to reduce when the jet exceeds a certain

strength. When the ABL absorption becomes significant, the

downward trapped-wave momentum flux over the mountain

and the upward trapped-wave momentum flux in the down-

stream trapped-wave region are reducing with the jet strength

as it is more efficient to absorb the longer waves associated with

the stronger jet.

In Eq. (6), the horizontally transported momentum flux

(denoted as tu) term (the first term on the rhs) and the mean

advection term (the fourth term on the rhs) can vanish if spe-

cific integral limits are selected. However, this may not be true

in the layer below the mountain crest, because u0 is not con-
tinuous at the place where the mountain is located. Figure 11

shows the horizontally transported momentum flux term av-

eraged between x0 and x1, between x1 and x2, and between x0
and x2. This term is almost zero above the mountain crest level

as predicted by the theoretical analysis but can be very large

below the mountain crest (not shown but comparable to or

even larger than the vertically transported horizontal mo-

mentum flux term). Comparison between Fig. 11a (Fig. 11d)

with Fig. 11b (Fig. 11e) shows that this term mainly works

FIG. 11. Zonal-mean zonal convergence in the intervals (a),(d) x0–x1, (b),(e) x1–x2, and (c),(f) x0–x2 of the zonally transported zonal wind

momentum term in which tu 5 r0u
0u0. MC denotes the mountain crest level.
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between x0 and x1. This is reasonable because the nonlinear

acceleration of the waves over the lee side can produce a severe

downslope wind and as a consequence a horizontal wind gra-

dient between the downslope region of the mountain and the

regions further downstream. Figures 11a and 11d show that the

magnitude of this term is proportional to the jet strength, which

means the trapped waves rather than the propagating waves

can produce a larger horizontal wind gradient at the lee side.

This may be because the stronger jet can produce stronger lee

waves therefore a stronger wind gradient at the boundary

separation between the downslopewind and rotor reverse flow.

The mean advection term is not measured but should have a

similar performance.

5. Conclusions

Diurnally evolving trapped lee waves have been observed

frequently (Holmboe and Klieforth 1957; Queney et al. 1960),

while the explanations of the phenomenon vary (Gerbier and

Berenger 1961; Georgelin et al. 1996; Ralph et al. 1997; Jiang

and Doyle 2008). Recently, a frequently observed gale phe-

nomenon on the lee side of a mountain located on the south-

eastern Tibetan Plateau was simulated by the nested WRF

Model with a 100-m resolution and multiple-source observa-

tions (X20). As the westerly upper-level jet enhanced and the

ABL developed in the afternoon, the trapped lee waves are

amplified and lengthened. Such diurnally evolving lee waves

may be significant in large areas of the southern Tibetan

Plateau because of the many north–south ridges and because

the westerly upper-level jet is steadily located in this region in

wintertime (Schiemann et al. 2009). An idealized profile based

on the realistic profile from the X20 study is designed to ac-

count for the low-level stagnant layer, the ABL stability and

the upper-level jet. The ICON model is employed to investi-

gate the mechanism behind diurnally evolving trapped lee

waves with a large-eddy resolving configuration for mountain

flow (ICON-MTN). The benchmarking simulations show that

ICON-MTN can well reproduce the wave response due to the

inversion layer above the ABL for different heights and dif-

ferent strengths (V04). The lateral boundary damping tech-

nique can satisfyingly deal with the inflows and outflows of the

periodic domain, and the ABL turbulence can be well devel-

oped after a fetch distance of a few tens of kilometers.

The nonlinear effect from the increasedmountain height has

been investigated first, which shows that the wave amplitude is

dramatically increased and the mean wavelength (l) is slightly

increased with increased mountain height. The mean wave-

damping ratio (R) is reduced with increased mountain height,

whichmay be a result from the nonlinear acceleration in the lee

of the mountain that reduces the low-level wind stability. The

filtered Richardson number (Rif) shows that the mean flow is

indeed modified by the lee waves. Therefore, the nonlinearity

from the increased mountain height plays a role in strongly

amplifying and slightly lengthening the lee waves and pro-

moting the lee-wave propagation.

The effect of the ABL stability and low-level stagnant layer

on the lee waves has been investigated without a jet. The re-

sults show that either the low-level stagnant layer or the stable

ABL play a role as a wave-absorbing layer preventing the

development of the trapped wave. The two factors can be

superpositioned to reduce the maximum amplitude (WN)

and increase the mean wave-damping ratio. The wave-

length is not apparently sensitive to the ABL stability and

the low-level stagnant layer (when depth is much smaller

than the mountain height).

The wave response to the upper-level jet strength (Ujet) has

been investigated for the morning ABL (stable stability with a

stagnant layer) and afternoon ABL (neutral stability without a

stagnant layer). The maximum wave amplitude basically de-

creases with increasing Ujet. This may be interpreted as the

weaker jet can produce more upward propagating waves that

can extract more momentum from the upper layer to the

downslope. However, the mean amplitude (W), which mainly

represents the amplitude of the trapped lee waves, is not

strongly dependent on Ujet when it is not very strong (e.g.,

60m s21). W is reduced largely when Ujet is very strong,

whichmay be interpreted as that the trapped leewaves are very

long so that the wave absorption is significantly increased

whenever the ABL is neutral or stable and stagnant. The

mean wavelength increases with increased Ujet, which can

further influence the wave absorption due to the morning

ABL condition. The longer lee waves resulting from the

stronger jet are more easily absorbed by the stable ABL and

stagnant layer near the surface. Therefore, the wave re-

sponse to the ABL condition is more sensitive when a jet is

presented above.

The momentum budget has been diagnosed to show the

wave–flow interaction due to the ABL structure and jet

strength. The upward-propagating wave can transport mo-

mentum from higher layer where they are breaking, while the

trapped waves can transport momentum from relatively lower

levels where they are trapped. The momentum from the two

wave components accelerates the ABL mean flow over the

mountain region, while the momentum in the downstream

region accelerates the mean flow in the trapped-wave layer

(TWL) above the ABL. The jet strength can redistribute the

amount of momentum due to upward-propagating waves and

trapped lee waves. The stronger jet may induce smaller mo-

mentum fluxes due to upward-propagating waves but larger

momentum fluxes due to trapped lee waves. However, both

components are influenced largely by the ABL stability and

stagnancy. When a morning ABL is present, both components

are reduced, of which the trapped-wave momentum flux is

further reduced with increased Ujet because the longer waves

are more easily absorbed by the ABL.

Finally, the mechanism of the diurnal evolution of waves

over steep mountain under an upper-level jet can be summa-

rized as 1) the developed ABL (both wind and stability) in the

afternoon can remove the absorption layer, amplify the waves,

and facilitate the horizontal wave propagation, 2) the stabilized

ABLwith a stagnant surface layer in the night andmorning are

more efficiently absorbing the longer lee waves due to the

stronger upper-level jet. This phenomenon may be significant

in other mountainous regions under a jet and have a large

impact on the local-scale and large-scale circulation, which

should be investigated in the future. It may be necessary to
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point out that this study focuses on the wave response on a

steep small-scale mountain (half width ;3 km). When the

mountain is big (e.g., half width ;10 km), the large-amplitude

wave breaking and severe downslope windstorm similar to

the chinook in the Rocky Mountains may occur (Scinocca

and Peltier 1989). When mountains are too low to produce a

stagnant layer in the valleys but still small (e.g., half

width # 3 km), the conclusion resulted from this study may

be still valid, because the ABL stratification alone can

play a wave-absorbing/reflecting role evolving diurnally.

However, this should be investigated carefully in the future.

Last, the wave reflection/absorption is largely related to the

filtered Richardson number (Rif), which represents the lo-

cal flow stability. The Rif itself is related to the lee waves in

turn, due to the large-scale background atmospheric condition

or the mountain height. Therefore, the wave and its horizon-

tally propagation are interactive; e.g., a higher mountain can

produce stronger downslope winds which can produce a larger

area of low-Rif layer that can facilitate the wave propagation.

This phenomenon is also observed for other cases in our study

and should be investigated further in the future.
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